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A SYMBOL OF EQUALITY
by D. Newsome
The symbols used in mathematics are relatively
modern inventions, even the numbers themselves.
[See figure at left.1] For most of human history,
mathematics was written in prose. "Three added to
ten results in thirteen." But algebra signals a shift.
It distills quantifiable ideas down to a symbolic
language written especially for the purpose of
discussing mathematics.
Algebra originated in 9th-century Baghdad in a
book called, الجبر حساب في المختصر الكتاب
والمقابلة. [al-Kitāb al-mukhtaṣar fī ḥisāb al-jabr
wal-muqābala]. It was written by the Persian, AlKhwarizmi. [The kh is pronounced like a Spanish
jota. His name should probably be pronounced alguarismi, a bit like algorithm. In fact, a Spanish
word for "numeral" is guarismo… khwarizmi.]
This book was imported into Europe and
translated into Latin in the 12th century. The word,
"algebra," refers to "al-jabr" seen in the Latinized
title of the book [above]. "Al-jabr" literally refers
to the process of making a negative term on one
side of an equation into a positive term on the
other. The other operational term in the title, almukhtaṣar, refers to cancelling like terms on both
sides of an equation. Both processes are familiar to
all students of algebra.2
Algebra is based, first and foremost, on equality.
You can't do algebra without equality. But writing
down the concept of equality has only recently
become standardized.
A Short History of Symbolic Equality
Ancient Egyptian equality was written in prose
as, , and translates from hieroglyphics to, "it
gives."3 The Greek, Diophantus (fl. ca. 250 A.D.),
used this symbol, , to mean equality.4 The word,
pha, was used for equality in a 10th century
manuscript from India.5 Al-Qalasadi (15th century,
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Iberian) used this symbol, , for equality.6 Regiomontanus (d. 1476. Italian) used a horizontal line much like
we do when doing vertically aligned arithmetic. E.g. 21 and 5
or
21
26
+5
26
He also wrote out "and" for plus [et in Latin] and "less" for subtraction [minus in Latin].7 Pacioli [late 15th
century, Italy] took this same line [see above], using it more or less like Regiomontanus, but he also used it
horizontally. E.g. 2 plus 6 ––––– 8. Cardano [mid 16th century, Italian] either wrote out the word equals
19. Finally in the mid-16th
[aequalia in Latin] or left a big space with a result following. 8 E.g. 1 plus 18
century we get to the Welsh mathematician, Robert Recorde, who first used the familiar = to mean equality.
The symbol debuted in 1557 but it didn't really catch on at first. It appeared again in print in 1618 in an
anonymous appendix to a book by Napier, but still found few followers. Only in 1631 did it really take off. In
that year it appeared in three significant mathematical books by Harriot, Oughtred, and Norwood (all
Englishmen).9
One of the reasons the = didn't catch on was that the symbol was simultaneously being used for other
concepts. In 1591 François Viète used it to mean minus. In 1638 Descartes used it to mean ±. Another author
in 1670, Caramuel, used it as we now use a decimal point. E.g. 102=857 meant 102.857. Adding insult to
injury, the = symbol was used frequently to designate parallel lines. There was little agreement for what =
meant. Similarly, other symbols were competing to become equality, such as [. E.g. 2 + 3 [ 5. Another
popular one was ∥. Another was simply |. In the late 16th century the famous popularizers of Copernicus,
Leonard and Thomas Digges, used for equality. [My personal favorite.] Other contenders found in 17thcentury texts include ⨆ , ⨅ , ∼, ∞, and {, One curious example rotated the number 11 to, .
The biggest threat to = was the
, which Descartes used prominently in his wildly influential book,
Geometrie, from 1637. Descartes' symbol for equality appears to be the symbol for Taurus, , rotated 90º
counter clockwise. Any printer who worked with mathematical texts would have had type for this symbol.
Astrology was, after all, considered part of mathematics back then. For some of you, it may be surprising to
learn that the evolution of the equals sign is somehow tied up in astrology.
Throughout the latter 17th century the Cartesian symbol [the rotated Taurus] was widely used, especially in
Holland and France, whereas in England, Recorde's = dominated. But then some heavy hitters started using
Recorde's symbol. Isaac Newton used it consistently as did Newton's arch-enemy Leibniz, who used it
intermittently. Even Descartes occasionally used = in his private correspondence. Generally speaking the
dominated continental Europe into the early 18th century, but eventually Recorde's = won. And it won big. Few
mathematical symbols have become so universal. Symbols for multiplication, division, and roots still vary
considerably from text to text. But equality is =.
Similar essays could trace the development of most of the other modern algebraic symbols.
Exercises: A lot of doing algebra is recognizing patterns and context. You have to figure things out. You have
to infer meanings. Below are a few examples of mathematical thought.
A) 4 and 3 @ 7.
What does @ mean?
@ probably means equals.
B)

6

C)

4 // 3 equals 1.

What does // mean?

D)

1 + & = 3.

What is &?

E)

1▲2▲3▲4

F)

1☞2☞3

6

7 = 42.

What does

6.

10.

mean?

What is ▲? What is

?

What is ☞? What is

?
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